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 & SUPPORT EYE ON TECHNOLOGY is a multi-dimensional company, 

offering high-end turnkey security solutions, system 
integration and a wide range of related products and 
services. Based in Abu Dhabi, we are firmly established in 
the Middle East, and have been supplying the government 
sector, the military and residential homes as well as providing 
technical and operational support to corporates across the 
UAE and the GCC countries since 2004. 

About us

•	Security	Systems
•	Medical	Equipment	
•	Office	Furniture	and	Stationery
•	Professional	and	Tactical	Wearing	
•	Electronic	and	Electrical	Equipment
•	Police	Dog	Training	Equipment
•	Armored	Vehicles
•	Weapon	Storage
•	Tracking	
•	Anti-Riot	Gear
•	Crime	Scene	Equipment	

Products 

Eye on Technology works closely with our clients to design 
and provide comprehensive support for state-of-the-art 
projects. Our services include:
•	Consultancy
•	Design	and	Engineering	
•	Supply	and	Installation	
•	Testing	and	Commissioning	
•	Training	
•	Maintenance	and	Support

Services

Sectors
PERIMETER	SECURITY	&	BORDER	PROTECTION

CCTV	/	ACCESS	CONTROL

PHYSICAL	SECURITY

MARITIME	/	COSTAL	PROTECTION

ARMOURED	VEHICLES

SPECIALITY	VEHCILES

EOD	/	CBRN	/	K9

WEAPON	/	AMMUNITION	STORAGE	CONTAINERS

TRACKING	/	TELECOMMUNICATION

ELECTRONIC	WARFARE

ANTI-RIOT	/	SWAT	/	TRAINING

CRIME	SCENE	/	FORENSICS
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Our revolutionary camera surveillance system 
enables live, real-time viewing of multiple 
cameras and sites that can be monitored day and 
night and controlled from one single command 
center as well as supplementary control spots.

 } Housing Cameras
 } Dome Cameras 
 } PTZ	Cameras
 } Megapixel Cameras
 } Covert Cameras 
 } 360º Cameras 

The 360º cameras record everything in view over 
a large area. They allow you to go back in time 
and look in a different direction to where you 
were actually looking when an incident occurred.

Camera 
Surveillance 
System

CCTV & IP 
Cameras
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Our centers include:

 } Video	Wall
 } Plasma	&	LCD
 } Touch Screen 
 } Customized	Work	Stations
 } Structured	Cabling	and	Rack	System
 } Fully	integrated	and	advanced	software

User-friendly systems that include additional 
features and administrative capabilities.

 } Keypads
 } Biometric	Readers	
 } Proximity	Card	Readers		
 } Hands	Free	Video	Intercom	Systems
 } Long	Range	Readers	
 } ID	Card	Printer
 } Vehicle	Remote	Tags
 } Fingerprints	

Command and 
Control Center  

Access 
Control

Our	fully	fledged	and	custom	designed	Perimeter	
Security Solutions provide integrated systems 
that combine perimeter and internal security. 
The need for advanced security solutions has 
become more prevalent due to the increase of 
sophisticated methods of intrusion. Each system 
enables the user to have real-time information 
about his site at his fingertips. 

Perimeter 
Security 
Solutions

Border Security is the most effective way 
of preventing the modern-day intruder from 
penetrating your territory and can be applied to 
unlimited	distances.	We	offer:

 } Sensors
 } Steel	Fences	
 } Barbed	Wire	Tapes
 } Vegetable	Fences
 } Buried Cables
 } Cargo	Control	and	Inspection
 } Airport Security

Border Security
Our	Perimeter	Intrusion	and	Detection	Devices	
are intelligently designed to filter signals so that 
only real intrusions will trigger the alarm, avoiding 
false detection. They guarantee high performance, 
reliability and added value to our clients. The product 
range includes:

 } Passive	Infrared	Beam
 } Microwave Links
 } Fiber	Sensors
 } Buried Cable
 } Laser Sensor 
 } Small	Range	Radars
 } Fence	Sensor	Cables	(anti-climb	,	anti-cut,	anti-

vibration)

Perimeter 
Intrusion and 
Detection Devices



Eye on Technology’s Maritime Security programs 
protect and preserve the efficiency of marine 
transportation against unlawful interference and 
terrorist	attacks.	We	offer:

 } Remotely	Operated	Vehicles	
 } Sonar Systems 
 } Water	Barriers	
 } DIS	(Diver	Interdiction	System)
 } Radar	and	Thermal	Imaging

Maritime
Security
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Top notch systems fit for various holdings 
such	as	the	military	base,	VIP	palaces,	prisons,	
warehouses, embassies, factories, power plants 
and logistic facility airports.

 } Metal	Detectors	(walk-through	and	hand-held)
 } Explosive	Detectors	(scanner	and	sniffer)
 } Number	Plate	Recognition	System
 } Facial	Recognition	System
 } Under-Vehicle	Surveillance	System
 } Tire	Killers
 } Road	Blockers
 } Bollards	(decorative	and	crush	rated)
 } Turn Styles
 } Gate Barriers
 } X-ray Machines

Our parcel and baggage inspection systems 
utilize complementary technologies and 
transmission	X-rays	to	quickly	detect	even	the	
most elusive threats or contraband in parcels of 
all sizes and our X-ray machines reveal organic 
materials and add clarity to expedite inspection. 
They are safe and non-intrusive.

Physical 
Security 



We	supply	Specialty	Vehicles	of	unmatched	
quality	to	various	sectors	such	as	media	
production, emergency response units, 
the medical sector and many more. Each 
vehicle is expertly designed, engineered 
and manufactured with the promise of high 
performance and reliability.

Speciality 
Vehicles
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Eye of Technology also delivers the toughest and 
most innovative vehicles for defense and civil 
protection.	All	our	armored	vehicles	are	uniquely	
designed with exceptional mobility and advanced 
technology to meet the demands of the military 
and civil defense units.

Armored 
Vehicles



Our	portable	Arms	Vaults	are	secure,	fully	
compliant and cost effective, making them 
perfect for weapons, ammunition and 
explosives storage. 

Advantages: 
 } Streamlined	acquisition
 } Turn-key solutions
 } Custom manufactured
 } Easy to move and low maintenance

Options:
 } Intrusion	Detection	Systems	(IDS)
 } Weapons	Racks
 } Restrooms
 } Interior	Divider	Walls

Weapon
Storage
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With	the	increasing	threat	of	explosive	attacks,	
Eye on Technology provides solutions that are 
safe, easy to deploy and effective on target. The 
pourable tactical disruptors reduce the amount of 
training	required	for	bomb	technicians.

With	the	most	trusted	solutions	for	treating	and	
managing	CBRN	threats,	Eye	on	Technology	
safeguards military personnel, facilities, 
communities and the environment. Our solutions 
are highly sought after by leading security 
planners for both public safety and government 
organizations across the UAE and GCC countries.

EOD 
(Explosive 
Ordonants Disposal)

CBRN
(Chemical, 
Biological, 
Radiological and 
Nuclear)

Eye on Technology supplies the following for 
professional police dog training:

 } Bite Suit and Helmet  
 } Leather	Hand	Protector
 } Hidden Bite Sleeve 
 } Leg Sleeve 
 } Scratch	Pants	
 } Training	Vest
 } Nylon	Training	/ 

Scratch	Vest
 } Leather	or	Invisible	Police	

Muzzle German Shepherd 

 } Agitation Stick
 } Schutzhund Blinds
 } Cargo	Pouches	
 } Military	Working	 

Dog Crate
 } Agility	Products
 } Awards
 } Food

K9



Reaction	is	crucial	in	any	crisis	situation.	
Eye on Technology is a leading provider 
of fast, efficient tracking solutions as well 
as communications technology for the 
corporate, defense and consumer sectors.

Tracking solutions for:
 } Personnel
 } Vehicles
 } Aircraft
 } Maritime vessels

Secure web-based application that includes
 } Full	tracking	capability
 } Situational awareness
 } Operational command and control
 } Emergency response
 } Comprehensive post-operation debriefing

All communications use a secure private 
satellite network with point-to-point 
encryption.

Telecom/
Tracking
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 Bomb Jammers
Few	companies	can	match	the	scientific	genius	
when it comes to our Bomb Jammer technology. 
Eye on Technology offers the most powerful systems 
designed	to	combat	all	Radio	Controlled	Improvised	
Explosive Devices such as car bombs, roadside 
bombs and assassinations. These go beyond cellular 
frequencies	so	as	to	combat	all	RF	threats.

Cellular Intercept
Government and law enforcement agencies can 
attain	Communications	Intelligence	with	Cellular	
Intercept.	This	passive,	off-the-air	Cellular	Monitoring	
system can achieve cellular interception at five 
different	frequency	bands,	investigate	phone	
numbers, monitor calls and record them onto the 
hard drive for future retrieval. 

Security Intelligence
 } High tech security and safety technologies
 } Communication control solutions for prisons
 } Signal detection
 } Jamming systems for vehicles, backpacks, 

stadiums and more.
 } Fiberscopes
 } Dirty bomb detectors

 

Electronic 
Warfare

Tracking Intelligence
Our	Tracking	Intelligence	systems	assist	high	
profile investigations with their vast array of 
forensic capabilities. They allow covert audio 
surveillance through wireless remote monitoring.

Prison Jammers
Advanced solutions for control of illegal cell 
phones	in	prisons.	We	offer	multiple	approaches	
that differ in operation and design.

Tactical Software
Designed for tablet and laptop access 
and utilizes satellite communications 
infrastructure for secure and continuous 
operation anywhere in the world.

Mobile Hardware
Portable,	low-cost	communications	device	
that can be installed in aircrafts, vehicles 
and ships.

 } Whisper
 } Packmaster	Lo-Pro



Eye on Technology supplies the most 
sophisticated crime scene investigation 
equipment,	police	equipment	and	detainee	
custody products to law enforcement 
agencies in the Middle East.

 } Fingerprint	kits
 } Police	duty	gear	&	protective	clothing
 } Narcotic identification tests
 } Forensic	tests
 } Forensic	evidence	packaging
 } Ballistics
 } Body	bags	&	Sheeting
 } Evidence collection kits
 } Scene marking

Crime
Scene
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In	the	current	global	climate	of	growing	civil	unrest	
there is a need for 360 degree protection in real 
combat	situations.	We	bring	decades	of	experience	
in	production	and	the	highest	quality	materials	to	
anti-riot combat.

 } Light-weight	riot	gear	and	equipment
 } Riot	shields
 } Horse and dog protection
 } Tactical and concealed ballistic models
 } Training	equipment

Anti-Riot



Awards / 
Disclamer
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